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The Problem
Loss of Culture in Neighbourhoods
City neighbourhoods are changing and gentrifying, while
little is being done to preserve cultural identity and
history for future generations.

Lack of Understanding &
Togetherness in Communities
People lack an understanding of the communities they live
in, leading to cultural clashes between long standing
residents and newcomers.

“The gentrifiers come to Little Portugal in search of cultural diversity,
but they finish by reproducing their own cultural territory (a non-ethnic,
non-Portuguese one), causing exclusion, social distance, and social
tension between the original residents of the neighbourhood and the
newcomers” (Teixeira, 2007, p.5.)

The Problem
Growing Skills Gap
A growing skills gap means our youth need realworld learning opportunities to develop future
ready skills, such as cultural awareness and
collaboration, to be global citizens.

Smart Cities not so Smart
Smart City planning can ignore the importance of
culture and the identity of its residents. Citizen
participation and engagement is crucial to a smart
city.

“Smart cities should aim to engage their citizens, by offering them a
place where they want to live, love, grow, learn and care. And in doing
so giving them the will to change and the will to act”
(Van Geertruyden, 2018, para 4).

How are any of these related? Can one solution tackle
all of these challenges?
Can we preserve the cultural history of a neighbourhood by enabling meaningful learning experiences?
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NeighbourhoodAR
NeighbourhoodAR is a location-based mobile Augmented
Reality app that tells the stories, both past and present, of
neighbourhoods through immersive, digital media.
Users download the NeighbourhoodAR app. When they
hold up their device at a particular location using their
built-in camera, immersive digital media is overlaid on their
screen.

Location-Based
Visual identiﬁcation technology and location
services are used to determine points of interest.

Cross-Platform
Built on the Wikitude SDK using both Apple
ARkit and Google ARcore, works across all
platforms and devices.

Open Database and Smart City API
Stories are stored in an open database that can be
used by Smart City applications and services.

NeighbourhoodAR
Crowdsourcing
Crowdsource feature allows users to contribute their own placebased stories and digital media, or collaborate with others to help tell
or ﬁnish a story. Other users, aided by AI, can help determine
authenticity of contributions.

AI
•

AI can identify stories or voices that are needed to
complete a story, encouraging users to collaborate.

•

AI driven virtual tour guide can lead users on
personalized learning experiences across several points
of interest.

Additional Data Points
Connection to data service DBpedia offers additional capabilities such connecting date and time to
historical events to personalize learning experience.
Example: Particular date aligns with anniversary of ﬁrst wave of Portuguese immigration to Toronto.
App would present related stories connected to a speciﬁc location such as a house or business.

The Benefits
Mobile
Allows for anytime, anywhere learning that can be used as
both part of formal studies and informal learning.

Immersive Learning Grounded in the
Real World
Place-based education allows learning to take place
anywhere and any time for an authentic and personalized
experience.

62%

Preserving Culture and Promoting
Togetherness
NeighbourhoodAR creates an archive of easily accessed
information and media.

•

Sharing of stories can help people reﬂect on the lived

The key is to imagine the classroom not as a physical place, but as an

experiences of others, leading to greater knowledge,

abstract location where collaborative learning exists that can take on any

understanding, appreciation and empathy.

form” (Rizzotto, 2017, para.69)

The Benefits
Social Collaboration & Crowdsourcing
• Brings people together and draws on their collective intelligence
to address problems in their communities.
• Promotes human interaction and collaboration “for sharing ideas,
feelings, information, content, and tasks amongst individuals and
communities” (Parshotam, 2013, pg.125).

Smart Cities
• Educated and knowledgeable citizens feel more
connected to their communities and are more likely to
participate.
• Cultural data can help city planners consider the impact of
decisions on the cultural heritage of communities.

Market
Potential

Global AR/VR Market
Mobile Augmented Reality market set to reach 1.9 billion active users by 2022.

Source: Tractica, 2017.

AR/VR market expected to grow into a $95
billion market by 2025.
Source: Hall & Takahashi, 2017.

AR in Education Market

Global Market Growth

2016
Value

$398.78 million

2021
Value

Source: Chang, 2017.

$8,017.20 million

AR in Education Market
North American Growth

2021
AR in education market expected
to reach $2.9 billion.
Source: Chang, 2017.

Global Mobile Learning Market
The global mobile learning market was worth close to $1 billion in 2016 and
is predicted to be worth up to $179 billion in 2025.

2016
2025

$1 Billion

$179 Billion

Growth is believed to be fuelled by the number of mobile and smartphone users.
Source: Veriﬁed Market Research, 2018.

Canadian Mobile Market

Mobile smart devices are ubiquitous and accessible.
Almost

100%
78%
of the Canadian population
own a smartphone.

Source: StatCan, 2017.

of Canadians under the age
of 45 use the internet every
day.

AR/VR Market Growth in Canada
The AR/VR market was worth $600M CAD in 2018 and is expected to be worth $8B CAD
by 2022.

2018
2022

$600 Million

$8 Billion

AR/VR in Canada shows incredible growth potential.
Source: Statista, 2019.

Target Market
NeighbourhoodAR will first target the Toronto market, with plans to grow in other Canadian cities, the rest of North
American and eventually, global cities worldwide.

Mobile Users

Educators

Tour Providers

Tourists

Mobile device users at
active neighbourhood
hotspots.

Secondary school educators
who wish to use the application
as part of a customized placebased or experiential learning
curriculum.

Tour experience providers looking
to customize experiences, ie.
Toronto Haunted Walk, Toronto
Urban Adventures, Hop-on-Hopoff Toronto.

Self-guided tourists.

Marketing Plan
Social
Media

Guerrilla
Marketing

Location targeted
app download
ads.

Posters at app
hotspots.

Highly targeted and
cost efficient
advertising to reach
target market.

Print
Ads in trade
magazines or
websites targeted
at educators.

Competition
IVOW
An early stage start-up that designs culturally inclusive and
sensitive AI that allows for the development, distribution and
publishing of stories and narratives.

Blippar AR City
A location-based AR app primarily focused on AR
navigation, but also presents location relevant content. It’s
developer, Blippar, specializes in AR, AI and computer
vision.

ShoMe
Place-based storytelling platform that delivers stories to
people’s mobile devices when they reach certain locations.

Partnerships
Local Non-Proﬁt Organizations
CityLearn has partnered with some of the following Toronto
organizations to produce content for its NeighbourhoodAR app:
Little Portugal BIA
Roncesvalles Village BIA
Distillery District BIA

Historical Associations & Libraries
Work with historical associations and community libraries for
access to historical data for content creation.
Canadian Historical Association
Toronto Public Library

Differentiators
AI used for personalized learning experience
that can be tied to specific learning
outcomes or courses.
Focus on both formal and informal learners.
Eliminates the physical constraints of
classrooms by using place-based learning.
Helps develop 21st century skills.
Promotes citizen participation and
community engagement to empower
citizens.
Preserves cultural heritage and identity in
communities facing gentrification.

CityLearn Ventures
Meet the team

CityLearn Ventures

MARC TAVARES
CEO • Founder

Marc grew up in the Toronto area, studying media production and
storytelling at one of the country’s top universities. He then worked
as a video producer, before moving into higher education, where he
educated students and faculty on using different forms of media.
Wanting to further his expertise in the use of technology and its
potential to transform learning, Marc enrolled as a Master of
Educational Technology student at the University of British
Columbia.
As a ﬁrst generation Canadian of Portuguese descent, he saw the
impact of gentriﬁcation in Toronto’s little Portugal neighbourhood
that made him fear that the identity and stories of its people would
be lost. It inspired him to launch CityLearn and NeighbourhoodAR.

Team
CityLearn’s Team are
experienced in the tech
start-up space and have
launched three successful
ventures combined.

Alicia Smith

Jason Collins

Susan Wong

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Technology Officer

Marketing Manager

Alicia has spent 15 years
working in tech start-ups,
having helped raise over $50
million in venture capital and
grants.

Jason successfully launched
a learning technologies startup that was acquired by one
of the world’s leading
publishing and education
companies.

Susan has won several web
marketing awards for her
work.

Progress
03

02

Software Development Team
Lead Software Engineer hired to
oversee development and app
enhancements.

Content Provider Partnerships
Partnerships signed with community organizations
to contribute starter content in pilot
neighbourhoods.

01

BETA Testing
App and data service beta tested internally and by
third-party.

Growth Projection & Timeline
NeighbourhoodAR will launch in Toronto before expanding to other Canadian, North American,
and global cities.

2020

2020

Spring 2020

Fall 2020

Official Launch in Toronto

Launch in Vancouver & Montreal

2021

2022

Fall 2021

Summer 2022

Expand to NYC & DTLA

Paris, Rome, & Lisbon

The Ask
$300,000
• Hire Front and Backend Developers.
• Marketing & advertising costs for Toronto launch.
• New market research costs.

The Return
• 15% of profits from sales or acquisition.
• Seat on the Board of Directors.

THANK YOU.
Marc Tavares
marc.tavares@citylearnventures.com
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